


INTRODUCTION
The recent rise of board games has made for a truly revolutionary time 
within our industry. Games appeal to so many different people and offer so 
many different experiences. Games facilitate real-life social interaction and 
encourage strategy. Games can take you to ancient civilizations or galaxies 
far, far away. But most of all, games allow players to create unique stories 
that stay with them forever. And great games make for amazing stories.

Asmodee North America has those great games. Our catalog features a 
variety of great games in every category, and together with our partners, we 
set the industry standard for production, quality, gameplay, and fun.

We only succeed when you succeed. We work hard to ensure the success 
of everyone associated with our games, offering support that includes 
promotional materials, demo games, and more. We are committed to 
enabling our partners help push this industry forward into a new, and truly 
exciting, age.





CN3079 | $49.00CN3073 | $49.00

CN3075 | $55.00CN3077 | $49.00

Catan

Catan® has sold over 25 million copies worldwide and 
continues to be a best seller. One of the best ways to 
introduce new gamers to the hobby, Catan appeals 
to everyone; it is easy to learn, always fresh, swiftly 
playable, addictive, and fun!

CN3071 | $49.00

3-4 60 Mins 10+

Catan 5-6 Player 
Extension

CN3072 | $25.00

Over 20 million 

copies sold 

worldwide



DO7202

$49.99 DO7260

$19.99 DO7216
$19.99

DO7226$79.99

Over 5 million copies sold worldwide

Ticket to Ride

Ticket to Ride is a cross-country train adventure 
in which players collect and play matching train 
cards to claim railway routes connecting cities 
throughout North America.

DO7201 | $49.99

2-5 30-60 Mins 8+
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Test your observational skills and hone your reflexes with 
the award-winning gameplay of Spot It!, a game of lightning-
fast choices for a group of two to eight players. With multiple 
awards and versions married to elegant gameplay, Spot It! has 
become a global phenomenon. 

The game functions on a simple mechanic: fifty-five circular 
cards, each of which features a number of symbols and has 
exactly one of those symbols in common with every other card 
in the deck. With five distinct mini-games, you can be sure that 
Spot It! will be different every time you play, and because it’s 
always your turn, there’s never any downtime! 

SP411 | $12.99

2-8 10-20 Mins 6+
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Test your observational skills and hone your reflexes with 
the award-winning gameplay of Spot It!, a game of lightning-
fast choices for a group of two to eight players. With multiple 
awards and versions married to elegant gameplay, Spot It! has 
become a global phenomenon. 

The game functions on a simple mechanic: fifty-five circular 
cards, each of which features a number of symbols and has 
exactly one of those symbols in common with every other card 
in the deck. With five distinct mini-games, you can be sure that 
Spot It! will be different every time you play, and because it’s 
always your turn, there’s never any downtime! 

SP411 | $12.99 2-6 10 Mins 4+

Spot It! Jr. Animals 
SP414 | $9.99



ZM7111 | $39.99
ZM7112 | $34.99 ZM7113 | $39.99

ZM7170 | $69.99
ZM7172 | $79.99

ZM7811 | $17.99

You and your team are the only ones standing 
in the way of deadly diseases that threaten the 
world. The fate of humanity is in your hands!

ZM7101 | $39.99 2-4 45 Mins 8+

Over 2 million 
copies sold 
worldwide
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Develop the landscape of a medieval fortress city one tile at 
a time in this classic game. As the map grows, so does the 
opportunity for players to disrupt each other’s plans.

ZM7810 | $34.99 2-5 30-45 Mins 7+

ZM7811 | $17.99

ZM7812 | $17.99

ZM7813 | $17.99

ZM7814 | $19.99

ZM7815 | $17.99
ZM7819 | $17.99

ZM7820 | $17.99

Spiel Des 

Jahres 

Winner



EXPANSION

Take on the role of a Renaissance gem merchant 
striving to become rich in Splendor, a fast, elegant, 
and intuitive game for two to four players.

SPL01 | $39.99

2-4 30+ Mins 10+

Spiel Des 

Jahres 

Nominee

Cities of Splendor

In Cities of Splendor, you’ll leave the comforting familiarity of the 
European gem trade and travel to Asia, where new rules and cards invite 
you to adapt your strategies. With four expansions in a single box, Cities 
of Splendor offers you four thrilling new ways to experience the game.

SPL02 | $39.99 2-4 30+ Mins 10+



Kennerspiel 
Des Jahres Winner

7 Wonders

Lead an ancient city as it rises to become a world power in 
7 Wonders, a competitive civilization-building game set in 
the ancient Mediterranean. 

SEV01 | $49.99

SEV02    SEV03          SEV13
$29.99    $29.99   $39.99

3-7 30+ Mins 10+

2 30+ Mins 10+

2 30+ Mins 10+

7 Wonders Duel

Experience an intense two-player struggle for supremacy in 
the ancient world! 7 Wonders Duel adapts the gameplay and 
excitement of 7 Wonders to a one-on-one competition.

SEV07 | $29.99 

7 Wonders Duel: Pantheon

SEV09 | $24.99
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Spiel Des 
Jahres 
Winner

Dixit is the classic lighthearted game of storytelling 
and guesswork where your imagination unlocks 
the tale. Winner of the prestigious Spiel des Jahres 
award, Dixit invites you to use the gorgeous, 
imaginative artwork on the cards to tell simple yet 
engaging stories.

DIX01 | $34.99 3-6 30+ Mins 8+

DIX02 | $29.99 DIX03 | $29.99 DIX04 | $29.99 DIX05 | $29.99

DIX07 | $29.99 DIX08 | $29.99
DIX09 | $29.99

DIX10 | $29.99
DIX11 | $29.99
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Spiel Des 

Jahres 

Nominee
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4-12 40+ Mins 10+

Concept

Discover a new means of communication in Concept, an 
easy-to-learn, but challenging board game! Points go to 
the player who guesses the concept correctly, but in this 
flexible and fast-paced party game, the points are less 
important than enjoying the art of communication!

CONC01 | $39.99

8+



Ramen Fury

Score points by eating bowls of ramen containing delicious combinations of 
ingredients and flavors. This fast-playing, delicious little card game comes in a 
unique package and is fun for everyone. 

RA01EN | $9.99 2-5 30 Mins 8+

Noctiluca

On the warmest nights of the year, the 
quiet waters are filled with shimmering 
lights as the dormant noctiluca awaken. 
Renowned for their restorative properties, 
the noctiluca are desired by healers from 
around the world. However, only the most-
skilled divers can brave the waters to 
collect and deliver these glowing creatures. 
You must plan your path carefully before 
diving into the water. Can you catch the 
mysterious embers of the sea? 

ZM018 | $34.99

1 - 4 30 Mins 8+



Word Smith

Word Smith is all about building words, but instead of whole 
letters you have letter pieces in four different shapes.

All players create words simultaneously using each piece 
to avoid losing points in this this fast-paced, real-time word-
building frenzy.

HB15 | $29.99

1-4 20-30 Mins 10+

1 - 4 30+ Mins 8+

Layers

Layers is a pattern-matching game 
that requires players to turn, flip, and 
overlap a set of five layers to complete 
the pattern shown on a mission card. 
The faster you complete the pattern, 
the higher your score will be. 

LAY01 | $29.99
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Unlock Exotic Adventures

The popular UNLOCK! series of cooperative card games 
inspired by escape rooms continues with three all-new Exotic 
Adventures featuring dinosaurs, Arabian adventures, and 
monsters that go bump in the night! Each UNLOCK! Exotic 
Adventure mimics the thrills, cooperation, and problem-solving 
of wildly popular escape rooms found throughout the world. 
Utilizing the free app from Google Play and the Apple App 
Store, players explore locations, solve unique puzzles, and go on 
exciting adventures with their friends.

Displays:     Games:   
NLD04 | $179.88     The Night of the Boogeyman NLK10 | $14.99
       Scheherazade’s Last Tale      NLK11 | $14.99
       Expedition Challenger            NLK12 | $14.99

1-6 60 Mins 14+

Tokyo Highway

In Tokyo Highway, players compete to place all of their cars 
on the road—but to do that they will first have to build the 
roadways! 

ITTH01 | $49.99 2 30-50 Mins 8+



Patchwork Doodle

Patchwork Doodle is a roll-and-write version of Patchwork, with each 
player having their own 9x9 grid to fill in over the course of the game. 
Each player sets up by drawing a unique polyomino card from the 
starting deck, then drawing that on their sheet. 

LK0107 | $19.99

3-7 20 Mins 8+

Rory’s Story Cubes

Housed in a compact box, StoryCubes are perfect for 
telling stories wherever you go. Take them travelling, to 
school, camping or even to the restaurant and tell a story 
while you wait. 

The classic version is a great start to the range. Tell tales 
of dynamic deeds and add new actions to your active 
storytelling arsenal with Actions. Finally add some theme 
to your adventures and voyages with the Voyages pack.

Use them individually or together for unlimited story 
possibilities!

RSC01 | $12.99 
RSC02 | $12.99 
RSC03 | $12.99 

1+ 20+ Mins 8+
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3-7 20 Mins 8+

Just One

Just One is a cooperative party game in which you play together to discover as many mystery words as 
possible. Find the best clue to help your teammate. Be creative, as all identical clues will be cancelled! 

JUST01 | $24.99

Quirky Circuits

Introducing Quirky Circuits, the game of robot-programming silliness. 
In Quirky Circuits, each player contributes to the programming of 
an adorable robo-friend. But be warned — no one knows what 
commands the other players will be tossing in! Will you be able to 
help the little robot complete its task, or will you unleash automated 
mayhem? Be careful, for you’ll have to work together before your 
robot’s battery is drained! With 21 scenarios of increasing intensity, 
Quirky Circuits is guaranteed to provide hours of brain-bending fun. 

PH3300 | $39.95

2-4 15 - 30 Mins 5+



Chop! Chop!

In this semi-cooperative strategy game for mice players, one 
player plays the cat, the others, the mice. Alternately, one mouse 
plays, and then the cat. The mice need to collect ten pieces of 
cheese, whilst the cat tries to catch the four mice.

DC8401 | $39.99

2-4 15 Mins 5+

One Key

The Key is missing, and it is up to the players to find it!

The team leader tries to communicate with the other players, using 
the folding screen. He or she proposes clues by indicating their 
degree of affinity (strong, medium, weak) with the word the team is 
looking for. With good teamplay, the other players must remove the 
wrong cards, step by step, until the Key is all that remains. But be 
careful, as removing the Key results in instant defeat! 

KEY01 | $34.99 2-6 20 Mins 8+
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2-4 30-40 Mins 6+

Catan Junior

Simplified building rules, child-oriented trading, and a more 
innocuous robber equivalent called the “Ghost Captain” provide 
greater access to the world of Catan games. 

CN3025 | $30.00

My First Carcassonne

On July 14th, the national holiday in France, the sheep, 
chickens and cows are set free in the town of Carcassonne. 
The children have great fun to catch the animals before 
dusk.

The players in turn draw a landscape tile and place it; unlike 
in normal Carcassonne, they always match. Amongst other 
features, the tiles show children in the player colors on the 
roads. Whenever a road is finished, every player places one 
of his meeples on each appropriate picture.

The first player who manages to place all of his meeples 
wins the game.

ZM7860 | $34.99 2-4 20 Mins 4+



Ticket to Ride: First Journey

Ticket to Ride: First Journey takes the gameplay of the Ticket to Ride 
series and scales it down for a younger audience. The first player to 
complete six tickets wins!

Ticket to Ride: First Journey 
Europe

Ticket to Ride: First Journey Europe takes the gameplay of the Ticket 
to Ride series and scales it down for a younger audience. The first 
player to complete six tickets wins!

2-4 15-30 Mins 6+

2-4 15-30 Mins 6+

DO7225 | $34.99

DO7227 | $34.99
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2-4 15 Mins 4+

My First Stone Age: The Card Game

My First Stone Age: The Card Game is a card game version of My 
First Stone Age. The players try to fix their houses with three different 
resources. These resources are hidden in grass, and the players try to 
find them with Martin the mammoth. 

ZM7266 | $14.99

2-4 15 Mins 5+

My First Stone Age

In My First Stone Age, a children’s version of the Stone 
Age family game, players collect goods and build their own 
settlement. Lighter than the original and fun for all ages! 

ZM7265 | $39.99



2-12 20+ Mins 4+

Concept Kids Animals

In turn, players attempt to make the others guess an animal 
by playing pawns on the illustrated icons on the game board. 
Through this, the child indicates a feature of the animal to be 
guessed. Draw 12 cards and attempt to find as many animals as 
possible in order to get the most points together!

Patchwork Express

Patchwork Express features the same basic gameplay as Patchwork, 
but with a smaller playing area and with larger and less complex 
pieces. 

LK3543 | $24.99 2 10 Mins 6+

CONC02 | $29.99
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2-6 15 Mins 6+

Braintopia Kids

Braintopia Kids is a follow-up to Braintopia and just as great, 
this time geared toward younger players. 

BRN03 | $14.99

Squiggle Doodle 
Pads

This assortment of Squiggle doodle 
pads is a doodlin’ good time! A 
simple, fun way to encourage 
children to be creative as they 
transform one squiggle or shape into 
animals, dinosaurs, and more. Spin 
the wheel and let your imagination 
run wild with this entertaining 
assortment of the incredibly popular 
activity game. 

SQA01 | $4.99 per pad

1 20 Mins 4+



Moomery

Challenge the other players in a test of speed and memory in Moomery. Remember all the cards in 
the stack in front of you and be the first to strike when you are sure two identical cards are in the 
pack. Watch out for the tricky cow!

MOO01 | $14.99 2-6 15 Mins 6+

2-6 15 Mins 6+

Visioo

A game of observation and speed! 
Challenge the other players in a test of 
speed and observation. As the game 
progresses cards pile up on the table, and 
the tension rises with them. Collect the 
most cards and win the game!

VIS01 | $14.99

Braintopia Kids

Braintopia Kids is a follow-up to Braintopia and just as great, 
this time geared toward younger players. 

BRN03 | $14.99
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Founded in 1954 in the heart of Paris, Djeco is one of the top toy 
manufacturers in Europe. Because play is essential to a child’s devel-
opment, the DJECO collection is both entertaining and educational, 
awakening youthful curiosity and enriching imagination. A recognized 
brand worldwide, DJECO specializes in artisan games complete with 

unique and beautiful artwork designed to appeal to children and 
adults alike. As a result, DJECO toys and decorations are popular as 

gifts, keepsakes, and collectibles and are often as loved by parents as 
by the children they are designed for.

INTRODUCING
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Big Pirate

The sailors land on Big Pirate’s island to steal his treasure. 
Little do they know that the Big Pirate is just around the corner, 
waiting to catch them before they are off to sea again...

DC8423 | $39.99 2-5 20 Mins 5-9

Cubissimo

A game of patience! Using 7 wooden pieces, reconstruct a 
perfect cube and 30 challenge cards showing starting positions 
from which the cube must be built. This will get your brain ticking! 
Solutions provided.

DC8477 | $24.99 1 15 Mins 7+



Totem Zen

Players must hurry to grab the right beads… using chopsticks! 
Then they must carefully erect their tower… without knocking it 
over! Be quick and nimble! But stay calm …

DC8454 | $39.99

Niwa

Like the Japanese masters, the players make strategic moves 
to reach their opponent’s camp. There’s lots of strategy in this 
game where you advance step by step

DC8489 | $29.99

2-4 15 Mins 6+

2 15 Mins 7+
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Polyssimo

Eleven wooden pieces for putting a square back together and 
30 challenge cards with set starting positions. Rev up your 
brain, come up with the solution.

DC8451 | $24.99

Woolfy

A game of cooperation. The players try to build the brick house to keep 
the 3 little pigs safe before the wolf catches them and puts them in the 
cooking pot!

DC8427 | $39.99

1 20 Mins 7+

2-4 20 Mins 5 to 10



Jungle Logic

Using the principle of Sudoku, the grids impose constraints 
for placing the 9 wooden tokens. Logical thinking should see 
you through the 30 challenges. Come up with the solution.

DC8450 | $19.99

Animouv

It’s not easy to line up the animals without other players 
interfering. A game of moves and tough strategy.

DC8446 | $19.99

1 15 Mins 7+

2 20 Mins 7+

Ludanimo

Three complete games for young ones: a racing game, a 
memory game, and a dexterity game!  

2-4 25 Mins 3 to 6

DC8420 | $39.99
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Folanimos

What cry might a lion with a cow make? Or a sheep with a 
pig’s head? A crazy game of animal cries that might make you 
lose your head  

DC8465 | $24.99 2-4 10 Mins 4-10

Hop! Hop! Hop!

Work together with the other players against the wind. The shepherdess, 
her sheep, and her dog must return under cover in the sheepfold before 
the wind takes away the bridge. Will the players manage to cooperate in 
taking all the sheep to the sheepfold?

DC8408 | $39.99 2-4 15 Mins 4-8



SKU Name Price
DC5104 Bata-Waf $8.99
DC5117 Diamoniak $8.99
DC5105 Mistigri $8.99
DC5113 Piratatak $8.99
DC5119 Piou Piou $8.99
DC5108 Pipolo $8.99
DC5136 Batasaurus $8.99
DC5120 Tip Top Clap $8.99
DC5120 Sardines $12.99
DC5152 Pouet! Pouet! $12.99

Djeco Card Games



Displays are also Available!

Playing at any-years old, encouraging thinking 
without ever hearing “I’m bored!”, developing a 
sharp memory, and honing observation skills – 

Djeco offers a range of classic and original card 
games, full of surprises to suit all tastes.
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Tales and Games Series

Each game is inspired by a fairy tale, and packaged with a version of that story, in a book-shaped box. 
Great games for the whole family!

2-4 40-60 Mins 6+ to 10+

Continuing the Tales and Games Series
Purple Brain will be continuing the Tales and Games series starting with all new titles, Lost in the Woods, 
Jack and the Beanstalk, Oliver Twist, and Around the World in 80 Days.

PB1287 | $24.99

PBJB01 | $24.99 PBAW01 | $39.99 PBOT01 | $39.99

PBLT01 | $24.99

PB1267 | $24.99
PB1218 | $24.99

PB1159 | $24.99
PB1113 | $24.99

PB1337 | $24.99



2015 Golden 

Geek Award 

Winner

2-7 30-45 Mins 10+

Mysterium

Mysterium is a cooperative game of deduction for two to 
seven players. Over the course of the game, one player 
takes on the role of the ghost and tries to lead the psychics 
to the correct culprit through vision cards. 

MYST01 | $49.99

MYSTERIUM
EXPANSIONS

Mysterium: Hidden Signs

Hidden Signs, Mysterium’s first card expansion, adds 
even more mystery and challenge to the investigation 
with 84 brand new cards.

MYST02 | $29.99

Mysterium: Secrets & Lies

Shed new light on the strange events leading up to 
the ghost’s death in Secrets & Lies, using the brand 
new story cards to provide further insight into why 
this ghost met such an untimely end.

MYST03 | $29.99
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2 15-30 Mins 8+

Patchwork

In Patchwork, two players compete to build the most 
aesthetic (and high-scoring) patchwork quilt on a personal 
9x9 game board. A puzzle-lover’s dream with plenty of 
choices, Patchwork is one of our best-selling two-player 
games. 

LK3505 | $29.99

Colt Express

Colt Express invites you and your friends to become 
outlaws in the chaotic process of robbing a detailed, 
three-dimensional train. Only the richest bandit can 
claim victory on the Colt Express when the train pulls 
into the station!

COLT01 | $39.99

2-6 40+ Mins 10+

Spiel Des 

Jahres 

Winner



2-4 15 Mins 6+

Get Packing

Fire up your neurons on your next vacation in this multiplayer puzzle 
game! Race the timer to collect all the items shown and pack them 
securely in your suitcase. Remember, everything must fit! 

SF01EN | $24.99
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Gingerbread House

In Gingerbread House, you place domino-like tiles in a 3 by 3 grid, covering 
symbols that provide you with four different types of gingerbread and 
special actions. Tiles may also be placed on existing types of tiles, forming a 
3D structure in front of you. Covering two of the same symbol is extremely 
valuable as it provides a bonus gingerbread or action. Victory points are 
awarded for building the tallest structure, completing orders by discarding 
sets of gingerbread, as well as being the quickest to achieve certain 
conditions. In the end, the player with the most victory points wins.

LK3541 | $39.99 2-4 30 Mins 8+



NLD01 | $179.88
NLD02 | $179.88

NLD03 | $179.88

UNLOCK!

Unlock! is a series of cooperative card-based escape adventures for up to six players. Each Unlock! 
game consists of sixty cards depicting objects, maps, and puzzles that can be activated, solved, or 
combined in an effort to access other cards and areas. The free companion app tracks the time 
allotted to win the game, while also offering hints and unlocking new and necessary elements. When 
the players believe they have figured out the code to escape each adventure, they will input the 
number into the app and escape the danger, or lose even more time in finding the real sequence.

2-6 40 Mins 10+
NLK01 | $14.99
NLK02 | $14.99
NLK03 | $14.99

NLK04 | $14.99
NLK05 | $14.99
NLK06 | $14.99

NLK07 | $14.99
NLK08 | $14.99
NLK09 | $14.99



2-4 45+ Mins 8+

Takenoko

Cultivate the land, grow the bamboo, feed the panda, and prove 
yourself worthy of the Emperor’s trust in Takenoko! 

TAK01 | $49.99

Solenia

For several millennia, the tiny planet Solenia has lost its day 
and night cycle: Its northern hemisphere is forever plunged into 
darkness and its southern hemisphere is eternally bathed in 
sunlight. Your mission is to carry on your ancestors’ honorable task 
of traveling the world to deliver essential goods to the inhabitants 
of both hemispheres.

SOL01 | $44.99 1-4 30-45 Mins 10+
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Blank

Blank is the fast and fun interactive game you customize with every win! Play 
all your cards to win the game, then make your mark by writing a new Game 
Effect or Rule Card. Every play changes the game permanently to make your 
copy of Blank truly unique.

BLK01 | $14.99 2-6 10 Mins 6+



Carcassonne: Safari

Africa swelters under the blazing sun but an adventure on the savanna
beckons! Monkeys swing in the trees, lions repose in the shade, and
the ground shakes under the thunderous footfalls of elephants. While
animals one and all gather at the watering holes, trek out into the bush,
lie in wait, and see the majesty of nature unfold. Experience the classic
tile-laying game in a unique setting with a new twist. 

ZM7868 | $39.99 2-5 35 Mins 7+

Love Letter

The kingdom’s Princess seeks an ideal partner and confidant to help with 
her royal responsibilities when she one day assumes the throne. In Love 
Letter, players compete to have their letters delivered to prove their worth. 
In a quick game of risk and deduction, can you outwit your friends and 
earn the trust of the noble Princess?

ZLL01 | $11.99 2-4 20+ Mins 10+



Choose Your Own Adventure: 
House of Danger

The classic Choose Your Own Adventure series comes to life in the 
narrative adventure game Choose Your Own Adventure: House of 
Danger. Will you survive the House of Danger? Replayable many 
times for different endings and stories. 

CYA01 | $24.99 1-99 1-2 Hours 10+

2 20 Mins 8+

Blossoms

In Blossoms, players compete to create the most beautiful 
flower bouquet. The longer the flowers, the higher they score!

BLS01 | $24.99
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The River

In The River, you and the other mayoral players each struggle 
to create the best pioneer settlement by developing land along 
a river bed in your town, collecting resources from the area, 
and constructing buildings. As you explore and build up the 
untouched frontier, your workers will settle down along the 
way, meaning that your other workers will shoulder more of 
the burden to do what you want to do, which includes making 
nicely organized landscapes to please the aestheticians in 
town. 

DO8701 | $39.99 2-4 30-45 Mins 8+

2-6 20+ Mins 7+

Mille Bornes

Mille Bornes is a classic card game of cross-country racing, 
challenging you to outrace your opponents as you dodge the 
hazards they put in your way. 

MIB01 | $14.99

3-5 15-30 Mins 8+

Smile

In Smile, a collection of cute little creatures will surround you no matter 
what you do. It’s up to you to make sure that these creatures are worth 
the most points at the end of the game. 

ZM002 | $19.99



Dream Home

Dream Home is a family game about building and furnishing your 
new house. Over twelve rounds, players collect pairs of cards 
consisting of a room card and an accessory card and place them 
on their personal boards, creating their dream homes. 

DRM01 | $39.99 2-4 30 Mins 7+

1-4 20 Mins 8+

NMBR 9

In every game of NMBR 9, players attempt to score 
the most points by creating their own displays of 
uniquely shaped number tiles.

ZM009 | $29.99

Sunny Day

In Sunny Day, players place tiles to complete as many pictures 
as possible. When the tile deck runs out, the game ends, and 
the player with the most points from completed pictures wins! 

SUN01 | $29.99

2-5 20-30 Mins 6+
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2-4 20+ Mins 8+

Hey, That’s My Fish!

Hey, That’s My Fish! is an engaging, award-winning board game of 
strategic fish hunting, in which players control determined penguins 
hungry for their next meal on a bustling Antarctic ice floe.

TY05 | $12.95

2-6 30 Mins 8+

Micropolis

Gather your ants in Micropolis, and send them through the anthill to do your 
bidding. What do you want? Fruit? Warriors? A queen? Even more ants?! Try 
this quick drafting game for up to four players.

MIC01 | $39.99

1-4 45 Mins 8+

Agricola Family Edition

Shorter and more accessible, this family edition has the same 
intense gameplay, but tweaked for a lighter experience.

LK3514 | $44.99



2 15-30 Mins 8+

Princess Jing

A palace can quickly become a maze for an escaping princess, 
where each mirror can either reveal a way out, or conceal a trap! 
It is up to her to use them to her advantage, before her guardians 
turn them into spying devices!

PRJ01 | $49.99

2-4 30 Mins 7+

Anchors Aweigh

Adventure awaits in Anchors Aweigh!, but have you packed the right 
equipment to prepare for what lies ahead? Embark on a daring voyage, 
load valuable cargo, contend with pirates on the high seas, and bring home 
treasure in this fast-paced game.

ZM013 | $39.99

Narabi

Work together to build a peaceful stone garden with everything in its proper 
place in Narabi, an elegant cooperative card game. Numbered stone cards 
are randomly sleeved together with restriction cards that control how a stone 
moves. Players must exchange stones, working toward the correct arrangement 
one move at a time while still following the rules set on each stone. 

ZM017 | $14.99 3-5 10-15 Mins 10+
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2-6 30 Mins 8+

Perudo

Perudo is a game of guesswork, bluffing, and luck. No board, no setup, 
no complicated rules. The object of the game is simple—to be the last 
person with dice. 

PER01 | $19.99

4-10 20-40 Mins 8+

When I Dream

Night has fallen and your mind is floating in a magical 
world of dreams. But rest eludes you—the Dream 
Spirits want to have some fun tonight! Communicate 
with the Dream Spirits and try to interpret their 
messages in When I Dream, the massively fun 
multiplayer party game!

WID01 | $39.99

2-10 15+ Mins 7+

Jungle Speed

Your keen eye and swift hand can win the day—if you can stop 
laughing long enough to catch your breath! 

JS01 | $14.99



Black Mirror: Nosedive

Gather your most influential friends for a game based on the Black Mirror 
episode NOSEDIVE. Create a “perfect” life by collecting Lifestyle cards, 
while avoiding any dings to your Social Score that could cause everything 
you’ve worked for to come crashing down.. 

BM01EN | $19.99

Mesozooic

Dinosaurs are back and the world is clamoring to see them! In Mesozooic, 
it’s your job as the director to plan and construct a zoo to surpass all others.

ZM003 | $19.99 2-6 20+ Mins 8+

2-8 30 Mins 10+

Shadows: Amsterdam

Shadows - Amsterdam is a real-time simultaneous competition between 
detective agencies, using pictures that contain intel to communicate within 
your own team. Player roles are asymmetrical: each Intelligence Officer tries to 
guide their own team around the board, and the Detectives try to understand 
their Intelligence Officer’s clues in a fast-paced race to victory.

SHD01 | $29.99

3-6 45 Mins 13+
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3-6 15-45 Mins 14+

Skull

An ancient game of ornate skulls and deceptive flowers, 
Skull is simple to learn, but dangerously difficult to win. 
You must bet, bluff, and see through others’ deception to 
best your opponents at Skull. 

SKR01 | $19.99

2-6 15+ Mins 8+

Braintopia

Braintopia is a simple game that will test your skills of observation, 
quick thinking, and coordination. 

BRN01 | $14.99

2-6 15+ Mins 8+

Braintopia Beyond

Braintopia Beyond is the follow-up to the 
fast-paced brain bender that tests your 
mental focus, flexibility, and speed, now 
with even more content! 

BRN02 | $14.99



Snow Time

Snow is falling! Winter is finally here! A joust is in the making: let 
the show begin! You play as children, representing your village, and 
face your opponents in a joyful competition around a marvelous tree. 
Anticipate other players’ moves and guess their intentions. Be crafty, 
collect strange fruits, and dodge the snowballs!! 

SNO01 | $29.99 2-6 30 Mins 10+

      Inventions
TIME01 | $9.99

       Events
TIME02 | $9.99

        Classic
TIME03 | $9.99

Timeline

Was the light bulb invented before 
or after glasses? With Timeline, 
you can learn the answer to this 
question and many more. 

2-8 15 Mins 8+

Tags

Tags is an accessible and fast-paced guessing game based on 
the 1995 award-winning game Category by Spartaco Albertarelli. 
Players have just 15 seconds to come up with a fitting answer 
based on the category given.

HB12 | $29.99 2-12 20-40 Mins 10+
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Sherlock Holmes Consulting 
Detective: The Thames Murders 
& Other Cases 

The Thames Murders and Other Cases offers ten thrilling cases, each one 
drawing you into the mystery surrounding a deadly crime in the world of 
Sherlock Holmes.

SHEH03 | $49.99

Sherlock Holmes Consulting Detective: 
Carlton House & Queen’s Park

Return to the streets of Victorian London, but also venture into brand-new 
locations in the latest installment in the Sherlock Holmes Consulting Detective 
line: Carlton House & Queen’s Park! Tackle ten more cases in either solo or 
cooperative play! 

SHEH04 | $49.99 1-8 90 Mins 12+

1-8 90 Mins 12+

1-8 90 Mins 12+

Sherlock Holmes Consulting 
Detective: Jack the Ripper & West 
End Adventures 

A brand-new standalone game in the Sherlock Holmes Consulting 
Detective series, Jack the Ripper & West End Adventures will throw ten 
entirely new cases at the Baker Street Irregulars. 

SHEH02 | $49.99



Captain Sonar

Captain Sonar is an innovative real-time game that challenges two 
teams to take their submarines head-to-head in a thrilling battle. Your 
entire crew must work together to chart a course, charge systems, 
locate the enemy, and keep your own submarine fully operational. 
Communication and teamwork can lead you to victory, but if you fail 
to cooperate, you’ll be sunk to the bottom of the ocean!

CPT01 | $49.99 2-8 45+ Mins 14+

Citadels

To be selected for the coveted post of Master Builder, you must 
impress the monarchy by constructing a majestic medieval 
metropolis. In Citadels, players use the local citizens to acquire gold 
and build districts to complete their city.

WR02 | $29.99 2-8 30-60 Mins 10+
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Dice Forge

Dice Forge allows you to challenge up to three other players in a battle for 
dice dominance. Your dice will provide the resources you need to win, but 
throughout the game you’ll customize their faces, snapping more powerful 
tiles on them and improving your chances of victory. 

DIF01 | $39.99

Dice Forge Rebellion
DIF02 | $34.99

2-4 40 Mins 10+



Catan: Crop Trust

The Catan Scenario: Crop Trust scenario is an engaging and fun game 
experience for the family that may lead to thoughtful understanding 
about the importance of crop diversity to our food supply. Here, we 
introduce simple, semi-cooperative rules that enliven and educate the 
Catan experience. 

CN3126 | $25.00

3-4 90 Mins 12+

3-4 90 Mins 12+

Catan: Rise of the Inkas

Manage the rise and decline of civilizations in a region of 
mountainous coastal Peru across three historic eras in 
this stand-alone Catan Histories game. Nature can reclaim 
settlements already built, allowing another player the chance to 
build their own settlement on a coveted site. 

CN3205 | $65.00

Rivals for Catan

Rivals for Catan is the two-player card game version of the 
best-selling Catan. Each player starts with a small principality 
consisting of two settlement cards connected by a road card.  

CN3131 | $25.00

2 45-60 Mins 10+



Catan Histories: Settlers of 
America

The 19th Century has arrived and America is expanding west. Wagon 
trains filled with settlers seeking new lives and opportunities strike 
out to tame the wild lands. Experience the pioneer days of expanding 
railroad networks with a brand-new victory goal for Catan. 

CN3203 | $55.00

Catan: Crop Trust

The Catan Scenario: Crop Trust scenario is an engaging and fun game 
experience for the family that may lead to thoughtful understanding 
about the importance of crop diversity to our food supply. Here, we 
introduce simple, semi-cooperative rules that enliven and educate the 
Catan experience. 

CN3126 | $25.00

3-4 2 hours 12+

Kero

June 2471, and kerosene is scarce. Two clans are struggling to 
survive, exploring New Territories in their tanker trucks. Running out 
of fuel is a risk each time they leave camp! Fortunately, a local tribe 
of Tuareks can lend a helping hand. 

KER01 | $44.99 2 30 Mins 9+
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Naga Raja

Twin temples of two forgotten divinities containing ancient relics have 
been discovered in India. You set off on a treasure hunt, racing to find 
them before your rival, but your progress is slowed by a constantly 
shifting maze of paths… and eternal damnation awaits anyone foolish 
enough to uncover the three cursed relics of the evil god Garuda! 

NAG01 | $39.99 2 30 Mins 10+



Onirim

Onirim is a solo/cooperative card game, in which you play against the 
game to gather the eight Door cards before the deck runs out. With 
clever hand management and set-collection mechanics, avoiding the 
Nightmares isn’t always that easy.

ZM4900 | $24.99 1-2 15 Mins 10+

ZM4901 | $24.99

ZM4902 | $24.99

ZM4903 | $24.99
ZM4904 | $24.99

The Rest of the Oniverse



Corinth

Under a blazing sun in 4th century BCE, traders come from all 
corners of the Mediterranean Sea to Corinth to sell their goods; 
Persian carpets, Cretan olive oil, Roman grapes, and Egyptian 
spices are highly prized by traders. Players have a few weeks to 
secure their place in Corinthian lore as its most savvy trader!

DO8801 | $24.99

Chess Plus

Chess Plus is a fast paced strategy game with greater risk and 
reward than traditional chess. Merge a rook and a bishop and the 
new piece works just like a queen. Instead of a pawn crawling 
across the board one square at a time, merge it with a rook, and 
send it straight across the board to be promoted to a queen!.

CPL01 | $29.95

Space Gate Odyssey

Humankind is about to leave the Earth. The race for exoplanets’ 
colonization has begun. Each Super-country has started building its 
own space station, in which Space Gates will be set up. The goal: to 
send as many settlers as possible through these gates in order to 
take control of the new planetary system.

LUSG01 | $59.99

2-4 20-30 Mins 8+

2 5-25 Mins 6+

2-4 75-90 Mins 12+
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Treasure Island

Long John Silver’s crew has committed mutiny and has him cornered 
and tied up! Round after round, they question him about the location of 
his treasure and explore the island following his directions—or perhaps 
his misdirections? Who knows...

TRI01 | $59.99

Orbis

Orbis is a tactical game of world development and strategic resource 
management, in which players take on the roles of gods creating their best 
universes. Utilizing lands lost in the aether, players accumulate worshippers 
to spend on even more fruitful lands—some of which grant game-changing 
bonuses. The key to victory lies in having the most Creation Points at the 
end of the game! 

SCOR01 | $39.99 2-4 45 Mins 10+

2-5 45 Mins 10+

Neom

In Neom by Paul Sottosanti, players are developing their own futuristic 
city by drafting buildings. Each player chooses one tile from those dealt 
to them, keeping one and passing the rest to the left. The chosen tile is 
placed in one’s city grid and must connect to the existing road network. 
Newly placed tiles will provide victory points, income, and resources needed 
to build other tiles. After three eras, the game ends. The player with the 
most developed city wins. 

LK0100 | $49.99 2-5 60 Mins 10+



2+ 30+ Mins 12+

Jaipur

The Maharajah has created a new capital in Jaipur, opening a wondrous 
business opportunity for clever merchants. In the fast-paced, two-player card 
game Jaipur, you and your opponent duel to demonstrate to the Maharajah 
that you can earn a greater profit than your competition. 

JAI01 | $24.99

Isle of Skye

In the tile-laying game Isle of Skye, two to five players are chieftains of 
famous clans and want to build their kingdoms to score as many points as 
possible—but in each game only four of the sixteen tiles will be scored. 

LK3509 | $39.99 2-5 30-50 Mins 8+

2-4 60-90 Mins 13+

Stone Age

Stone Age is an engaging and accessible game where 
players take turns placing figures on board spaces to 
perform actions and gather resources.

ZM7260 | $49.99
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The Great City of Rome

The Roman Emperor has summoned the world’s finest architects to 
rebuild the Eternal City, but only one plan will be realized in brick and 
marble. Compete with other architects for the blueprints and materials 
you need with an innovative action selection mechanic. Lay out your 
plan and leave the Capital of the World as your legacy!

ZA001 | $39.99 2-4 60 Minutes 10+

2 25 Mins 9+

Raptor

Mamma Raptor has escaped from her run and laid her eggs in the park. 
A team of scientists must neutralize her and capture the baby raptors 
before they run wild into the forest. One player plays as the raptor and 
the other as the scientists in this tactical tug-of-war. 

RAP01 | $34.99

Jamaica

Jamaica is a pirate-themed tactical race game with player 
interaction and side goals. The winner is the player who 
best balances their position in the race with their success 
at the side goals.

JCA01 | $59.99

2-6 30-60 Mins 8+



Holding On

Holding On: The Troubled Life of Billy Kerr is a co-operative game where players 
work as nursing staff tasked with providing care for the terminally ill. Your latest 
patient has been rushed in following a massive heart attack on a flight from 
Sydney to London. When the game begins all you know is this - his name is 
Billy Kerr, he is sixty years old, and he has been given days to live. Players must 
work together to provide Billy with appropriate care, responding to medical 
emergencies while gaining his trust.  

HLD01 | $39.99 2 25 Mins 9+

Agricola

In this award-winning and highly acclaimed game by Uwe 
Rosenberg, players begin the game as just two family members 
on a farm. Guide and grow your family’s farm to prosperity and 
victory—but more members means a need to feed them!

LK0028 | $59.99

Agricola 5-6
Player Ext

LK3516 | $29.99

1-5 30-150 Mins 12+

2-4 30-45 Mins 8+

Bärenpark

Bärenpark takes you into the world of bears, challenging you to build your 
own bear park. Each player builds their own bear park, attempting to make 
it as beautiful as the last. Whoever can come up with the most point-
generating park wins the game! 

LK0089 | $39.99
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1-7 30-120 Mins 12+

Caverna

Caverna is a worker-placement game at heart, with a focus on farming 
and mining. Players take on the role of a leader of a dwarven family. 
Along with building up your farm, mine, and family, you can fashion 
weapons and go on expeditions to gain bonus items and actions.

LK3501 | $89.99

Formula D

A high stakes Formula-One-type racing game where the players 
race simulated cars with the hope of crossing the finish line first. 
Players have to use a significant amount of planning and rely on 
a bit of luck to win. 

FD01 | $59.99 2-10 60 Mins 8+

Small World

In Small World, players vie for conquest and control of a world that is 
simply too small to accommodate them all. Small World is inhabited 
by a zany cast of characters such as dwarves, wizards, Amazons, 
giants, orcs, and even humans, who use their troops to occupy 
territory and conquer adjacent lands in order to push the other 
warriors off the face of the earth.

DO7901 | $49.99 2-5 40-80 Mins 8+



Discover: Lands Unknown

When two to four players find themselves marooned in 
the harsh wilderness, you must cooperate and compete to 
search for water, food, and tools that will be essential to 
your very survival. But your adventure holds many secrets. 
Every copy of Discover: Lands Unknown is unlike any other 
in the world. 

DSC01 | $59.95 1-4 1-2 Hours 12+
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Stuffed Fables

Each game of Stuffed Fables takes place across the pages of a 
storybook with the action driven by player choices. Explore a world of 
wonder and danger as you make unique discoveries and interact with 
the story. Six stuffies are ready to confront the nightmares by rolling 
and assigning color-coded dice to perform a wide variety of actions, 
from daring melee attacks to desperate leaps across chasms.

PH2200 | $69.95 2-4 90 Mins 7+
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